UCU NEC ELECTIONS 2017
VOTE DOUGLAS CHALMERS FOR VICE PRESIDENT
Innovative activity on issues such as
International Women’s Day, Equality and
Diversity, Student Support, Health and
Wellbeing, as well as successful action against
threatened redundancies, on pensions and
against cuts in real wages have helped make my
own branch a growing one.
In my two years as Scottish President, I have
argued that the UCU in H.E. and F.E. needs to
become a real community both at a branch level
and at a Scottish and UK level. I believe this is
being implemented successfully in Scotland with
membership growing. It can work elsewhere.
To hear my views on the way forward for UCU
see my video interview on:

http://ucuagenda.com

We need to become more strategic
A campaigning union for a changing UK Education system - my record
For the last two years as a member
of our NEC I have argued for our
union to consistently campaign on
the issues that affect our members pensions, salaries, zero hours, equality
and diversity. I have also argued for a
wider vision for Post-16 education
- urging the union to be active setting
the agenda. I have argued for the
culture of the union to change so
every eligible member of staff in F.E.
and H.E. see it as their natural home.
Setting out our ideas in the ’15
big ideas for Government’
manifesto for the General
Election, we argued for the best
values and policies for the sector,
irrespective of government, and we
have continued to push for these
policies. Our on-going education
conferences from the Cradle to
the Grave show that our union has
the type of vision to ‘re-imagine’
our sector in the real interests of
our communities, staff and
students.. Working closely with our
sister unions in the sector, we have
continued to set the agenda here.
While successfully growing in some
regions, membership overall has not
increased. and as Vice President I
would see growing the union as a
priority.

As a senior lecturer and active
researcher in Media and Journalism I
have helped my own branch to grow
steadily in size, helped TU activity
become 'normalised', and
management be compelled to
recognise us as a serious voice for
staff.
This has been done in alliance with
students, and has impacted also on
wider issues regarding the university's
role, mission, and place in society. On a
Scottish level we have also scored
substantial victories - such as in
Governance of H.E.
I want to take this experience and play a
part in helping the union achieve gains
in the whole sector throughout the UK.
A short video interview with myself regarding my
views and positions can be found on http://
ucuagenda.com

My experience has shown that more
members will join if we are relevant and this is not only on critical
issues like pensions, wages and
conditions. Working in post-16
education, we also want to impact on
the quality of Education itself, and
we need to help set the priorities,
in our universities and colleges,
and how they work within our
wider communities.

I want more staff in H.E. and F.E.to see
UCU as their natural home, and as their
community, rather than just as
'insurance'. Our members' interests
are diverse and we need to
respond to them better - for
example, to early-career researchers; in
how we take up the interests of women
in the sector; in how to transform
union activity from the province,
in some cases, of white, male,
activists.
All staff should find their 'natural home'
with us.
My track record, as Scottish President,
branch president (since 2012) NEC
member, and a continuing and
consistent local case worker shows
my commitment to a campaigning
and innovative union at a local,
Scottish and UK level, and
demonstrates that I have the experience
and dedication necessary to be UCU
Vice President.
- ------------------------About myself:
I am not a member of any political
party, but identify with the general
views of the Independent Broad
Left in the union.
Unlike my opponent I voted and
campaigned for Remain in the recent
Brexit referendum

I can do this with your help - Vote Douglas Chalmers for Vice-President UCU

